Abstract. With the rapid development of computer network technology and multimedia technology, in the intelligent home field, digitalization, network, multimedia and intelligent will become the inevitable trend of development. In the context of convergence of three networks, intelligent household demand for video transmission technology of HD is more and more high. On the basis of comparative study of the current domestic and international video transmission technology, applying technology of computer network, technology of processing of digital image and combining with the actual needs of the intelligent home system, designing and implementing a set of intelligent home HD video transmission system based on Linux.
the TCP protocol in the TCP/IP, provides connection oriented, reliable, not repeated data flow service. A datagram socket in the TCP/IP, corresponds to the UDP protocol, provides the transfer function based on the datagram and is not guaranteed to be reliable, orderly, and not repeat. This paper focuses on the programming method of stream socket, a datagram socket can refer to other literature. Fig. 1 The calling process of function of connection socket As can be seen from Fig. 1 , the server is the left part and the client is the right part. Firstly, the server starts. Establishing a socket by calling the socket (), and then calling bind () in order to connect the socket with the local network address (including the host address and the port). Then calling listen () in order to listen and setting the length of the request connection queue for limiting the number of arrangement for requesting and the default value is 5. Afterwards, calling accept () in order to receive connection. The client can call connect () to establish socket connect with server. Once a connection is established between the client and the server, the send () and the recv () can be called to send and receive data. The sender and the receiver are in the same position and there are no distinction points. Finally, the closesocket () can be called to close the socket.
Multithreading. The thread is the basic entity that the system distributes the time of CPU. It also is the smallest unit that the code is executed. In fact, only one thread is permitted to run at the same time. CPU switches frequently on all threads. Because time slice of each thread is very small, this makes the system operates multiple programs at the same time.
Linux is an operating system that supports multithreading, multitasking, but its kernel's achievement is different from other operating systems'. For example, WINDOWS NT defines threads independently. Therefore, the basic scheduling unit is thread, which increases the complexity of kernel and scheduling program. Linux defines thread as "thread of execution context". In fact, it is another execution context of the process. And the Linux basic scheduling unit is still process, its kernel only need to separate processes and only need a process/thread array.
Linux is an operating system that conforms to the IEEE POXIS standard. The thread is divided into: user threads and kernel threads. User threads are abstract concepts in full user level, multiple control flow unit of processing program that user uses, it does not need the support of the kernel and can be achieved in user' program. Thread's operation, fore example creation, synchronization, scheduling and management, can be implemented by the functions of the thread library of POXIS in Linux.
Part implementation of video transmission system
System architecture design. This system adopts connection-oriented stream socket and is based on client / server model. At the same time, one server can transmit video data with multiple clients. And this system includes two kinds of channel, namely the system channel and data channel. The
system channel is responsible for creating and managing data channel. One client binds a system channel and the system channel can bind several data channels.
The data channel is responsible for the transmission of video data, and the data channel is controlled by the system channel. The way that sends video data includes three kinds. Respectively: no-buffer type, flow-buffer type, block-buffer type. The no-buffer type is that the client sends the video data to the server directly and does not have buffer; flow-buffer type is that the client put the video data to the flow buffer, then the thread for sending video data sends the data to the server, the thread for receiving video data receives the data and put it to flow buffer, the server can read the data when need. This way of processing data regards video data as stream. Because video is divided into frames, so the system provides a way that sends a block data to the server, the client sends a block data to block buffer, thread for sending sends the block data to the server, thread for receiving receives the data and put it into the block buffer, the server can read it when need. Fig. 2 , firstly, the client starts up the transmission. Then the transmission can carry on. When the transmission is over, the client or the server can shut down the transmission. At the same time, the server can transmit video data with multiple clients.
Port. There are several types of channels in this system, for instance, a client transmits video data to server, and the client has a system channel, several data channels. Every channel has a socket, so each channel has a port, the port is random.
Buffer. For the transmission of data, each data channel has its own buffer for sending data and buffer for receiving data, the type and the size of the buffer is chosen by the sender and receiver.
Video transmission. Creating and closing channel.Firstly, the server starts up, and then the server monitors a port. Monitoring the port is to establish system channel with client and this port needs to be specified. When a client requests a system channel, the essence is to establish communication of socket with server, and the server will produce different sockets for different clients. At the same time, the server starts up a thread, the thread is established for receiving client's command for creating data channel. If the client wants to transmit data, it must create data channel. The client sends the command "DCCREATE +\r\nID:+space+channel id+\r\n\r\n". The server receives the command and analytic, then monitoring a random port, waiting for the connection of the client. After the server monitors success, it sends command to the client, and the command form is "STATUS+space+return-code+\r\nPORT:+space+boundport+\r\nID:+space+channel id+\r\n\r\n". The client establishes connection with the server, according to the port. At the same time, the client and the server both starts up two threads, one for sending, one for receiving, and they set the way of transmission and the size of buffers through the callback function. When the way of transmission is non-buffer type, the receiver needs to set callback function for receiving video data. When the transmission of video data is completion, the data channel should be closed first, and then the system channel is closed. The client or the server sends command to close the data channel, and the command is "DEND+space+0000+\r\n". The client or the server sends command to close system channel, the command is "CTENDEND+\r\n". When the server or the client receives the commands, the threads of data channel for sending and receiving are closed, the thread of system channel for receiving is closed. At the same time, the threads of the client's data channel or the server's are closed.
Three data transmissions are as follows. When the style is no-buffer type. The sender sends video data. The form is "DATA+space+length of data\r\n+data", the most data that can be sent once is 1KB, if the data is more than 1KB, the data will be divided into several parts and be sent several times.
When receiving, first, the thread for receiving receives the head of data to make sure the size of data that need to receive. Then the thread for receiving receives the video data and calls the callback function in order to provide video data to the receiver. And the head of data is "DATA+space+length of data\r\n".
When the style is flow-buffer type. The sender puts the video data into the buffer for sending. The thread for sending finds the data and then sends the data. The form is "DATA+space+length of data\r\n+data". The most data that can be sent once is 1KB. When the data is more than that, it will be divided into several parts and be sent.
The receiving thread reads the head of data to make sure the size of data for receiving. The thread put the video data into buffer for receiving in order to be read by the receiver.
When the style is block-buffer type. The sender put the whole video data into sending buffer. If the block size is larger than 1KB, sending thread will send the data several times, the most data that can be sent is 1KB every time. The form of first part of data that is sent is "DBLS+space+length of data+\r\n+data", the form of last part of data that is sent is "DBLE+space+length of data+\r\n+data", the form of others is "DATA+space+length of data+\r\n+data".
The receiving thread receives the video data, according to the agreement, and the whole block data can be merged, and the block data is put into receiving buffer in order to be ready read by receiver.
Conclusion
The communication of multiple threads helps to improve real-time of applications. Based on introduction of network programming and multithreading, the realization of video transmission system in LAN is discussed. The Socket programming and multithreading is used to achieve a set of video transmission system, and the environment is Linux. 
